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American Scholar

- Starts with Nature; deals with nature in a short passage

- The Mind of the Past“- a very romantic way of saying tradition“„ „

- It is best to look at the mind of the past through books, because books are a good record of what was 

going on in the past

- The romantics had an inordinate appretiation to a personality; romantics thought that your personal 

life is the most important accomplishment you can produce

- The author might be sacred but the book is not

- You should not adore the book, but the author

- Talks about fundamentalism

- He is telling intelectuals to think with their own head

- Lock, Bacon- they' re just people like us; there is nothing superior in them.You have to accept that 

they lived in a previous age

- Third Estate- comes form French revolution (there were 2 estates: nobleman and clergy. Then the 3rd 

estate was the bourgeois, artisans, merchants, bakers who fought in the revolution).

- Emerson's point is that the world consists of nature and soul, there is no Third Estate

- He is very much against bookworms

- Books are for the scholar'a idle time“-Emerson thinks that this is wrong; you shouldn't spend all„  

your time reading books

- Books can be an inspiration, but for a very short period of time

- Reading nature means reading God directly

- Arabian proverb- Emerson was interested in oriental literature of all sort; this is the beginning of 

modern orientalism literature

- Love of the system- transcendental idealistic philosophy; spending your early youth in nature is 

important

- Even the great writers have only little segments of their work that is excellent.The rest is not so good

- There is a basic bunch of books that everybody should read

- Emerson's third element is action

- Intelectuals live in the ivory tower ( isolation from the everyday world)

- Action is unimportant to the intelectuals

- Maybe European can live in the ivory tower, but Americans cannot; you need to be involved in 

everyday life to live a life as a person; ideas ought to be tested in everyday life
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